
Learn

with us

Welcome ICEF agents! 
Discover why Langmobile is 
the right fit for your students!

This document contains 
everything you need to know 
on how we can collaborate 
together. Nicole Bianco, founder and president

1-855-543-5264
nicole@langmobile.com
langmobile.com/en/icef

Let’s connect!



 

Langmobile  is  a  Canadian  company  that 
has been teaching languages to children 
since 2002. We expanded our local in-
person workshops and summer camps to 
include an online platform, allowing us to 
share our love of languages and teach to 
hundreds of children throughout the world.

The Langmobile method works because 
it is immersive! We have created a content 
website hosting our original interactive 
activities, music and video. Our approach 
encourages a responsive classroom and 
uses a whole-brain-teaching approach, 
both strategies are based on the aspects 
of development of a child’s age. Langmobile 
accompanies students through the learning 
of basic grammatical elements and 
language fundamentals in an environment 
where they have an authentic meaningful 
experience with a live teacher.
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Language
journey

This is the journey 
our students follow to 
become proficient in a 
second language!

Beginner 1 and 2

These programs introduce 
children to a new language 
and the basic grammaticals 
elements and language 
fundamentals through familiar 
and fun themes.

Alphabet, numbers, simple 
present, vocabulary and more!

Intermediate 1 and 2

These programs continue to 
encourage children to acquire 
new skills and grammatical 
elements through fun and 
familiar themes.

Superlatives, questions, present 
progressive, vocabulary and 
more!

Advanced 1 and 2

These programs challenge the 
children on the more intricate 
grammatical elements and 
encourage them to practice 
their acquired skills.

Writing and oral production, 
vocabulary and more!

Clubs

Advanced programs where 
children practice and 
deepen their production 
skills with others that share 
the same interests.

Book Club, Movie Club, Tour 
Club

A different schedule 
arrangment can me made for 
the needs of your students.in brief

A program
39 hours 13 weeks 3 courses / week



CA$ 500 US$ 366*

US$ 44*

US$ 410*

CA$ 60

CA$ 560

For every student you register in a Langmobile 
program, you will receive a commission 
amount corresponding to 12% of the program 
price.

* These prices may vary according to change 
rate in place at the moment of transaction.

Cost per 
program

Agent 
commission

Selling value

Modalities

Included :

Registration form and attendance record


